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Block of the Month Club
Frequently Asked Questions
1. What is the Block of the Month Club?
Block of the Month is a club through which a member receives a
kit of twelve quilt blocks, one per month, to make a Sampler Quilt.
Membership is annual and begins January 2011 and continues
through December.
2. What kinds of fabric and color choices are there?
The blocks are made from fabric selected by Hyderhangout in
one of two color schemes. Members choose one of the color
schemes for their quilt at registration.
3. How much does it cost?
Registration for the club is $10.00 and the monthly blocks are
free. Sashing, borders, and an optional 8-block set is priced
separately.
4. What size is the quilt?
The finished quilt size is approximately 52”x64”. To make the quilt
approximately 66”x80”, an optional 8-block set can be ordered
for an additional charge. Contact the store for details.
5. I’ll be participating On-Line. How much is Shipping?
Shipping/Handling for on-line members is $5.00 per month. If you
are ordering the optional 8-block set, sashing, border, or missed
blocks, there will be an additional shipping charge. Contact the
store for details.
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6. How will I receive my block each month?
In-store members can pick up their block the last week of each
month, beginning in December 2010. On-line members can
order and pay shipping on their block through the 15th of each
month, beginning in December, 2010. The block will be shipped
the last week of every month. For example, on December 15th,
Jane orders and pays shipping on her January block. The store
then ships Jane her January block the last week of December.
7. What happens if I miss a month?
You can always make up a month! Just contact the store and
order the missed block(s). Each missed block is $5.00, plus
shipping/handling. Contact the store for details.
8. Can I sign up after January 1, 2011?
You certainly can!! However, in addition to the $10.00 registration
fee, a charge of$5.00 for each missed Block of the Month will be
charged, plus shipping/handling. Contact the store for details.
9. My blocks are nearly done. What about sashing and
borders?
Hyderhangout has a variety of complimentary fabrics to finish
your quilt. Check out our site or visit the store. We’re confident
you’ll find just what you’re looking for. Don’t forget, Hyderhangout
can always special order fabrics and supplies.
10. Can I get my quilt finished through your store?
Yes. Hyderhangout offers custom quilting services. Check out our
Quilting Services link for more information.

